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Team/Age:

U8s

Session 1 Ball Control

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

BODY PART DRIBBLE
(10-15min)
Each player has a ball in an
area. The coach yells out a
body part and the players
must move the ball with
that body part. Examples
include: hands, elbows,
shoulders, feet, buttocks,
patella (see what they do, it
should be the knee).

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

DRAW (15-20 min)
Each parter places a foot on
the ball. Coach says "Draw."
Players try and gain control
of ball and then dribble
across the line behind
them.

Progression: Add cones or other
obsticals that they go around or
avoid.

Progression:
-Kids can cross any line of the box,
not just the one behind them
-Backs to ball and they turn when
"draw" is said

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

-Use all parts of the foot
-Quick first step when changing
direction
-Keep ball close (as appropriate:
closer at slower speeds further at
faster speeds).

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
-When might you go fast in a
Change to bumper cars where they game? slow?
give each other "nudges" to get
used to body contact and
controlling the ball.

- Reaction and balance
-Turning
-Dribbling at pace
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Key Coaching Points

-Using all parts of our body to
-All body parts can be used to
control the ball
control the ball
-Balance and coordination
-Move body in different and/or
-Body awareness
uncomfortable positions to get the
Progressions: Introduce tick-tock
ball
(passing the ball between the inside
of the left foot and the inside of the DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
right foot back and forth-coach
-What did you have to do when
points to it on his/her foot) and tap using ___ to dribble the ball?
dance (lightly touch the ball with
the bottom of the right foot and
then the bottom of the left foot, the
ball should not move). Can also tell
kids to use "outside of foot only",
"left foot only", etc..
- Changing speed and cutting while
controlling ball
-Head up
-Keep ball close and don't chase

Activity 2

CARS (10-15min)
Players do their car
impression. Each player
dribbles around area
according to the "traffic
conditions" that are called
out: Green: go, Red: stop,
Yellow: change direction,
First gear: slow, Turbo: fast,
Reverse: backwards, Bump:
throw ball in air and control
on bounce

Objectives
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- Quick first step with ball
- Have the ball under control when
crossing the line. It's not the same
as shooting a goal.
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-What worked best when trying to
control the ball during the first
touch

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Kids still have a great imagination
at this age. Use that to enhance
activities "fun factor." (like making
crazy car sounds in "Cars" game or
telling them if they go out of
bound they will get burned by hot
lava)
HOMEWORK: Drop ball from hand
and kick with right foot then left
foot back into hand. 20 times.
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